
Accessibility of column properties from within Graph Builder 

With a right-click on season (or miles) I would like to access column properties, here in particular 
„Value Ordering“. Having to go into the data table first takes away from the analysis flow. Entering 
the column properties „Units“, „Spec Limits“, „Value Colors“, … from within GB would be typical use 
cases, as well. 
 
Sample Data „Animals“ 
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Accessibility of „Recode“ (or similar) from within Graph Builder 

With a right-click on Employee Tenure I would like to access „Recode“ in order to combine the last 
two categories to one with name „more than 10 years“. Going via „Recode“ would be the obvious 
solution.  
If one could do a right-click on the two marked bars in the graph and say „combine“ would be nice, 
also. Maybe this could create a virtual variable with 3 categories within graph builder first (similar 
to Transform), which one could then write back to the data table, if desired.  
 
Sample Data „Consumer Preferences“ 
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Extra field for Units in DOE platform to be written into column properties 
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Easy access to one column property for many columns at once 

I haven‘t yet found a way to easily enter different units for many columns. The feature „Column 
Info…“ in the Columns panel on the left goes in the right direction, but I tried holding down Ctrl, 
Shift, Alt or combinations of those to open „Units“ for these 3 columns at once, but I have to do 
one at a time. I also have to do a lot of scrolling when many columns are involved. 
 
My preferred solution would be one extra top row in the data table below the column names that 
can be hidden. If shown, one should be able to select a sensible column property, such as „Units“, 
that can be edited or just shown there. 
 
Sample Data: Tablet Measurements 

Units:       mg            mm             % 
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Functionality to load column properties from Excel in the Import Wizard 

For Excel tables like shown below I would like to be able to read in the column property information 
like is provided for column headers. Having units in line 2 is quite typical, having spec limits in lines 
3-5 maybe not so much, but it‘s thinkable.  
 
Maybe this could read: „Worksheet contains“ Drop-down field for Column Properties. When 
selecting „Units“, it says „Units are in row“ … . When selecting „Lower Spec Limit“ it says „Lower 
Spec Limit is in row“ … and so forth. 
 
Sample Data: Tablet Measurements 
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Functionality to load pictures from a folder 

I would like to be able to read all picture contents (or better selected ones) from a location (some 
folder) into a JMP data table to look like below. The names of the files shall be used to fill a 
separate column that can then be used to link the data table to another using JMP Query Builder. 
 
Drag and drop is nice to place pics in an Expression column but not feasible for lots of pics, e.g. 
from a production line. Options to reduce file size would be an important feature at this point, as 
well. 
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